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http://www.physics.ox.ac.uk/
confs/xFitter2017/index.asp

Status of xFitter releases
installation scripts 

new stable release in 
preparations (xFitter 
Workshop in Oxford 
19-22.03)

svn —> git
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http://www.physics.ox.ac.uk/confs/xFitter2017/index.asp
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 Fixes, Additions, Examples and Documentation 

Technical fixes:
• better syncronisation with lhapdf6 output
• added extra options for plotting tools (MC replica, draw individual data sets)
• better separation for the uncorrelated vs statistical uncertainties
• implement flexibility to displace thresholds and switching scales

Include the top PDF if top mass is below kinematic limit ( 5 vs 6 flavour PDFs)

Updates of dipole steering cards

Added extra PDF parameters for the photon parametrisation
 
 
 

Expect in new release:
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❖ NLO QCD+QED via APFEL in xFitter:
❖ At NLO QED,  access to new diagrams:
❖ Implementing the O(αSα) and the O(α2) corrections to the DGLAP splitting functions on top of the 

O(α) ones
❖ Implementing  O(αS2α) and the O(α2),  O(α2αS) corrections to β functions
❖ when including NLO QED corrections, not only the evolution is affected but also the DIS structure 

functions get corrected.

❖ Possibility to fit for photon PDF:
❖ parametrisation form
❖ sum rules adjusted

❖ Dipole Model: added a flag for the saturation option

V. Bertone

New Physics Cases in xFitter
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List of Analyses using xFitter since last PDF4LHC 
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—> talk @ PDF4LHC
—> talk @ PDF4LHC

—> talk @ PDF4LHC

—> this talk

low x

high x

More than 40 public results obtained using xFitter from the beginning of the project (2011) 

https://www.x tter.org/xFitter/xFitter/results 

—> talk @ PDF4LHC
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Highlights: importance of low x region
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Saturation investigation: fits with and without saturation 
ansatz to final HERA data using BGK model

No significant differences between the saturated and 
no-saturated fits were observed.
For fits to data including the low Q2 region (<3.5 
GeV2) the saturated gluon density is preferred:

χ2/dof = 1.56 vs 1.21 

arXiv:1611.10100
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Highlights: importance of low x region
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Saturation investigation: fits with and without saturation 
ansatz to final HERA data using BGK model

No significant differences between the saturated and 
no-saturated fits were observed.
For fits to data including the low Q2 region (<3.5 
GeV2) the saturated gluon density is preferred:

χ2/dof = 1.56 vs 1.21 

arXiv:1611.10100

Accurate predictions for atmospheric lepton fluxes are 
of crucial importance both to refine veto experimental 
techniques and to get a precise estimate of the actual 
spectrum of astrophysical neutrinos (IceCube)

it requires extension of the PDF precision to low x 
PROSA used LHCb data -> relevant for  high-
energy neutrino production 
using PROSA PDFs calculated predictions for the 
flux of prompt neutrinos in the atmosphere.

PDF uncertainties on the prompt neutrino flux 
increase with increasing neutrino energies. 
PDF uncertainties are already quite well constrained 
and are subdominant

 dominant: the renormalisation and factorisation scales

arXiv:1611.03815

Also for low x —> TMDs (see Hannes talk)
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Highlights: importance of high x region
Ratios of top-quark pair to Z-boson cross sections measured from proton-proton collisions at 
√s=13TeV, 8TeV, and 7TeV are presented by the ATLAS Collaboration.
Quantitative comparison with the SM predictions based on different PDFs is provided:

The impact of the ATLAS data on the PDF uncertainties is quantified using the PDF profiling method 
The bands represent the uncertainty for the ATLAS-epWZ12 PDF set and the uncertainty of the 
profiled ATLAS-epWZ12 PDF set using ttbar + Z data
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arXiv:1612.03636

also see S. Camarda and CMS results O. Zenaev
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New Results by xFitter developers team
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Motivation 
Interpretation of the LHC data requires theoretical calculations that include not only QCD 
corrections, but also the EW effects for the TeV regions.
DY data at LHC can provide direct sensitivity to photon PDFs:

from qqbar s-channel scattering, from γγ t- and u- channels scattering mediated by a lepton

An important ingredient of the EW corrections is the photon PDF of the proton
Historically, the first set was MRST2004 QED: photon taken from a model and tested on direct photon 
production at HERA
NNPDF2.3 QED provided a first model independent determination from fits to DY LHC data
More photon PDFs followed: CT, NNPDF.
A new approach was from LUXqed which was calculated from inclusive SF -> percent level precision

similarly HKR (no uncertainties)
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Input Data for Photon Determination
xFitter analysis is based on the fits o the recent 
ATLAS high mass DY data at 8 TeV:

which is added on top of the HERA I+II 
inclusive data for full PDF coverage

The ATLAS high mass DY data:
single differential
double differential distributions: mass and rapidity or mass 
and pseudo-rapidity

48 data points in 5 mass ranges: 
[116-150], [150-200], [200-300], [300-500], [500-1500] GeV

pTl> 40 (30) GeV, η < 2.5
It was observed that Photon-induced (PI) 
contribution increases with mass ranges.
Good agreement with SM predictions
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ATL-COM-PHYS-2014-376 
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Theory inputs for QCD+QED Fits
Fit Settings:

PDF evolution computed with APFEL program:
accurate up to NNLO in QCD, NLO in QED, it 
includes the relevant mixed QCD+QED corrections

HERA cross sections: using FONLL C HF scheme (NNLO)
LHC high mass DY cross sections: calculated via 
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO which includes the photon-
initiated diagrams 

interfaced to Applgrids via aMCfast 
a tailored version of Applgrid used to account for 
photon contributions.

NNLO QCD+NLO QED predictions obtained using 
FEWZ:

dynamical scales are used (set to mll)
PDF Parametrisation [optimised through chi2 scan]:
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using MMHT pdf set
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Fit Results
Chi2 from the fit to data:
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—> a good agreement between ATLAS 
data and the NNLO theory predictions 
obtained from the xFitter_epHMDY fit. 
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Impact on light quarks
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The impact in the medium and large-x antiquark distributions from the high mass DY data are rather moderate. 
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Photon PDF from Fits
Experimental uncertainty can be determined via MC replica 
method (assuming here Gauss distribution of the experimental 
uncertainties) or via Hessian Method

   -  as nominal fit the MC method is chosen
   -  experimental uncertainty of the level 30% for 0.02< x<0.1
The robustness of the fit results was also studied under various 
fits conditions:

- strange fraction content assumption
- input model variations , e.g. mc, mb, Q0
- extra free parameters

[shown in the x region of fit sensitivity]16
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Comparison of Photon PDF from xFitter_epHMDY
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For x ≥ 0.1 the four determinations of the 
photon PDF are consistent within PDF 
uncertainties.

For smaller values of x, the photon PDF 
from LUXqed and HKR16 is softer than 
xFitter_epHMDY, but still in agreement at 
the 2-σ level. 

The results benefited from technical new developments:
Full NLO QED corrections to the DGLAP evolution and DIS structure functions were implemented
Possibility to fit more than standard 12 PDFs 
Extension of the APPLGRID to aMCfast for the presence of the photon-initiated channels
Available in LHAPDFv6 format upon request.
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Summary
xFitter (former HERAFitter) project  is based on a multi-functional open source QCD software 
package that provides a framework for scrupulous interpretations of the QCD analyses with its 
main application at the LHC program 

www.xfitter.org
new release is imminent  - first from git repository

More results are in pipeline related to threshold displacement application, FL structure 
Functions, iTMD developments, PDF+PS, resummed calculations, etc..

   
19-22 March Workshop in Oxford  (30 participants)
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http://www.physics.ox.ac.uk/confs/xFitter2017/index.asp 

http://www.herafitter.org
http://www.physics.ox.ac.uk/confs/xFitter2017/index.asp

